ALL OF MY MEMORIES

G         G        C/G        C/G         G      G  G  G
ALL OF MY MEMORIES LAY IN THE LIFE OF THE HIGHWAY
C/G       C/G       C/G       C/G       G     G  G  G
ALL OF MY NIGHTS IN OLD MOTELS A-SLEEPIN' ALONE
C/G       C/G       C/G       C/G      G       G   C/G  G  G
ALL OF MY DAYS ON THE ROAD WITH NO ONE BESIDE ME
G         G           C/G        C/G        G    G   G   G
ALL OF MY DREAMS OF A PLACE THAT I CAN CALL HOME
G            G              C/G        C/G           G   G  G  G
SOMEWHERE IN THE SHADE NEAR THE SOUND OF A SWEET SINGIN' RIVER
C/G          C/G           C/G            C/G         G  G  G  G
SOMEWHERE IN THE SUN WHERE THE MOUNTAINS MAKE LOVE TO THE SKY
C/G       C/G       C/G       C/G      G       G  C/G  G  G
SOMEWHERE TO BUILD ME A FAITH, A FARM, AND A FAMILY
G         G           C/G        C/G       G    G    G
SOMEWHERE TO GROW OLDER, SOMEWHERE TO TRY
D            D          C           C        G   C/G G C/G G
'CAUSE I'M TIRED OF BIG CITIES AND SO TIRED OF BIG CITY WAYS
GM7       GM7        Am/C     Am/C         G  C/G  G  G
THE SCRATCHIN' OF SUNSET AND WALKIN' AROUND IN THE MAZE
D          D                C            C      G  C/ G G  G
SOME SWEET TAXI DANCER TRYIN' TO SAVE ME FROM BEIN' ALONE
GM7             GM7             Am/C       Am/C     G  G  G
AH, IT'S MUCH WORSE THAN LONELY, THERE'S NO PLACE I REALLY BELONG
G         D    D  D  D7  D7  D7 D7
A-WHERE I BELONG
G         G        C/G        C/G         G C/G G C/G G
I'M LEAVIN' THE CITY LIFE, IN MY MIND, NOT FLYIN' AWAY
GM7       GM7        Am/C     Am/C         G  C/G  G  G
I'M LEAVIN' TOMORROW AND ALL OF THE OLD YESTERDAY
D          D               C                   C    G  C/G G G
I'M LEAVIN' THE TRASH CANS, THE BRIGHT LIGHTS, AND TELEPHONE LINES,
GM7       GM7         Am/C      Am/C       G   G   G
I'M LEAVIN' MY SORROWS AND ALL OF MY MEMORIES BEHIND
G         D    D D D7 D7 D7 D7
TO SEE WHAT I'LL FIND

G         G        C/G        C/G         G      G  G  G
SOMEWHERE IN THE SHADE NEAR THE SOUND OF A SWEET SINGIN' RIVER
C/G       C/G       C/G       C/G       G     G  G  G
SOMEWHERE IN THE SUN WHERE THE MOUNTAINS MAKE LOVE TO THE SKY
C/G       C/G       C/G       C/G      G       G   C/G  G  G
SOMEWHERE TO BUILD ME A FAITH, A FARM, AND A FAMILY
G         G           C/G        C/G       G    G    G
SOMEWHERE TO GROW OLDER, SOMEWHERE TO TRY
G         G           C/G        C/G       G   C/G  G C/G G
SOMEWHERE TO GROW OLDER, SOMEWHERE TO LAY DOWN AND DIE